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ALMOST THYME TO GARDEN: Residents worked across campus to move approximately 700

seedlings for our raised beds into bigger pots. At this rate, we’ll have fresh veggies for our kitchen in no time!
Pictured above, left to right: Helen Precourt and Veronique Turner celebrate a job well done; Lydia
Whitcomb and Lorraine Lesieur plant beans and sweet red peppers; and Frank and Sandy Johnson work
together to pot flower seedlings for their raised bed plot in the 400 Hemenway Greenhouse Courtyard.

ART

CLUB: The Art Studio
overlooks the courtyard by the
greenhouse and serves as a beautiful
spot for Art Club members to meet.
Residents draw inspiration from scenic
garden views while creating amazing
pieces. Pictured, left to right: Allen
Boemer, Phyllis Bagdasarian, Sandra
Wing, and Janet Ploetz sketch in their
art pads. We look forward to seeing their
impressive work.
LET’S TACO ABOUT FUN:

It was a festive Cinco de Mayo at
New Horizons. Everyone enjoyed
chips with salsa and guacamole, fish
tacos, margaritas, and Corona beers.
Pictured, left to right: Servers Sky Morales and
Lavinia Valetim with resident Frances Denzel;
and CSA Estuardo Marroquin Lopez with
resident Mary Aykanian.
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THANK YOU: Associate

Director of Food Services
Tony Sosa dropped off lunch
for Marlborough Fire Station.
The hefty platter of BBQ ribs,
potato salad, baked beans, and
dessert served as a token of our
appreciation for the team’s
service to the New Horizons
community.

GETTING CRAFTY: On the third Saturday of each month, we host Arts and Crafts in O’Connor

Common. Residents recently customized their tote bags with drawings, stickers, and ribbon. Pictured
above, left to right: Ilga Richters, Asuncion Sedo, and Peg Bouvier display their creations.

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY: We observed

Mother’s Day by sharing old photos of residents
with their mothers or children in the curio cabinet in
the 400 lobby. Pictured below, CSA Emily Morais
helped pass out adorable succulent plants, and
resident Shirley Ivy was delighted to receive hers.

ARTIST ALLEY celebrates poetry. Stop by to
read the beautiful words of featured resident artists
Frank Johnson and Anita Rizzo.

DANCING
QUEENS:
EARN REWARDS when you

help a friend find a new home in
our community. We are inviting
all residents and their families to help us spread the
word about available apartments at New Horizons.
As a thank you, a $2,000 credit will be applied to the
referring resident’s account when our new neighbor
moves in. Please see a director for details of this
referral program.

Resident and staff
alike were delighted
to welcome
the
Flashback Band for
a live outdoor show.
Pictured,
resident
Zabel Fay (left) and
hairdresser
Erlene
Hinckley
(right)
boogie down.

To view this newsletter in color, see the postings throughout the community or visit www.countrycommunities.com.
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